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“When our new lodges were ready for a 
heating system we researched a number of 
companies. They gave us vague information 
and we were confused. Then we discovered 
Rointe and they were able to guide us with 
professional advice and help. We definitely 
made the right choice.”
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Shellow Lane Lodges
in Congleton, Cheshire

Located within the stunning Cheshire countryside, Shellow 

Lane Lodges are luxury, six berth holiday homes that 

required a flexible heating sytem for their guests warmth 

and comfort.

The owners spoke to various companies to find the best 

solution. However, they were met with confusion and lack of 

information on the subject of heating. They were frustrated 

they could not find a professional company to help them 

install a suitable solution that met the standards they 

wanted to provide for their guests, so they turned to Rointe.

THE SOLUTION

After a conversation with Shellow Lane, Rointe conducted 

a site visit by one of our knowledgeable Commercial team 

to talk through the options that would suit their needs and 

accurately size the products - key for correct operation and 

maximum efficiency.

THE RESULT

The Kyros radiator and towel rail system was installed, for 

flexible heating with 24/7 programming and remote control 

compatibility. Our after-sales care team were also on hand 

to answer questions and ensure the customer was happy.

PROJECT FEATURES

Project owner Shellow Lane Lodges

Location Congleton, Cheshire

Heating system installed Kyros

Number of products installed 30

Year 2016

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

The professional 360º service Rointe provide 

to their customers is exceptional and we 

were committed to helping Shellow Lane 

Lodges find their perfect heating solution, 

using our knowledge and expertise.

The right heating choice from the experts.

Brand new installation

* Since this installation, Rointe have updated the design of the Kyros towel rails to a modern flat bar 
design, with all the same advanced functions that make the Kyros heating system unique.


